Flight I&T Support Update

- EngineeringModel package and LDF
  - Current tag v3r0402p8
    - p9 will be coming along soon
  - Still on the hook for a LDF unit test
    - Preliminary version is included in the latest LatIntegration tag.
Various Stuff involving Joanne

- Calibration infrastructure mods for ACD pedestal and gain calibrations finished. New tags of CalibData, CalibSvc, calibUtil are now being used by EngineeringModel
Random Event Access

- RootIo now uses ROOT’s buildIndex to allow retrieval of events using run and event ids.
- Riccardo is working on an update to FRED that will make use of the interface that tells RootIo what run/event to read in.
From our Friends in I&T

- Last week held a successful Data Analysis meeting
- EM2 data taking has begun
- Dan gave a little demo of the pipeline to the I&T folks last week.